Corrigendum

Tender for supply of incubator is uploaded on eprocurement website vide tender id 2017_DARE_163418_2. Specifications for incubator should be read as follows

**Specification for Incubator**

- Capacity – 80-100 liters
- AISI 304 stainless steel chamber
- Temperature controller - PID microprocessor temperature controller, temperature set by control keypad to 0.1°C, digital LED
- Temperature range – Ambient +3°C to 80°C
- Temperature accuracy - ±0.1°C
- Temperature Uniformity - ±0.5°C at 37°C
- Temperature distribution by forced air circulation
- No. of adjustable shelves – 2; with inner glass door
- Thermostat for over temperature protection and anti-microbial coating for external surfaces
- Timer for continuous operation or 1 min to 99 hours
- Quotation must include printed brochure with all the technical details and valid authorized dealership certificate
- ISO or internationally accepted rating
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